
 
DO NOT OPEN THIS BOOKLET UNTIL INSTRUCTED TO DO SO 

* All questions are compulsory.  

* Read the instructions on the ANSWER SHEET and fill in your NAME, 
CLASS and OTHER INFORMATION. 

To mark your choice of answer by darkening the circles in the Answer 
Sheet, use an HB Pencil only.  

* You MUST record your answers on the ANSWER SHEET.  

* There are 40 MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS. Use the information 
provided to choose the BEST answer among the four possible options.  

On your ANSWER SHEET fill in the oval that matches your answer.  

* Marks are NOT deducted for incorrect answers.  

* Return the Answer Sheet to the invigilator at the end of the examination.  

* Write your Roll No. on the Question Paper too and take it home for future 
reference.  

* You are NOT allowed to use a calculator.  

You may use a ruler and spare paper for rough work. 

 
 



Section - A 

(This section contains 30 multiple choice questions. Each question has four 
choices (A), (B), (C) and (D), out of which only ONE is correct.) 

 
 1. If callous is insensitive, then vehement is ___________. 

  (A) indifferent  (B) passionate 

  (C) nonchalant  (D) apathetic 

 2. Which word has a suffix?  

  (A) Enjoyment (B) Immoral 

  (C) Endanger (D) Misconduct 

 3. Find out the sentence where the given relative pronoun is used correctly. 

  (A) I know the man which came to you. 

  (B) This is the boy which gave me the book. 

  (C) Which is done cannot be undone. 

  (D) This is the idea which hit me. 

 4. Which interjection is used to express excitement?  

  (A) Alas (B) Eww 

  (C) Oops (D) Yippee 

 5. Replace the verb in bold with the correct option. 

  It had rained since morning.  

  (A) is been raining  (B) has been raining 

  (C) rained  (D) is raining 

 6. Find the plural form of the word in bold. 

  The syllabus of this class is pretty easy. 

  (A) Syllabum (B) Syllable 

  (C) Syllabi  (D) Syllabus 

 7. If rapid is to quick, then comatose is to ___________. 

  (A) prompt (B) expeditious 

  (C) slow (D) rushed 

 8. Find the odd one out. 

  (A) Oxes  (B) Trousers 



  (C) Son-in-laws  (D) Foots 

 9. Find out the most appropriate quantifier. 

  The hotel is so bad that ___________ tourists would like it.  

  (A) a few  (B) the few  

  (C) many  (D) few 

 10. Choose the sentence where the adverb given in the bracket is used correctly. 

  I visit the temple in the morning. (usually)  

  (A) I visit usually the temple in the morning. 

  (B) I visit the temple usually in the morning.  

  (C) I usually visit the temple in the morning. 

  (D) I visit the temple in the usually morning. 

 11. Choose the correct option.  

  ___________ Europe has immense opportunity for higher studies.  

  (A) An  (B) A 

  (C) The  (D) None of these 

 12. Choose the type of the sentence. 

  Please pass on the information to your employees.  

  (A) Assertive  (B) Interrogative 

  (C) Exclamatory  (D) Imperative 

 13. Find out the interjection for Lament. 

  (A) Woah  (B) Wow 

  (C) Eww  (D) Alas 

 14. Choose the correct indirect speech of the given sentence. 

  “India will win this match”, the commentator said.  

  (A) The commentator said that India will win the match.  

  (B) The commentator said that India would win that match.  

  (C) The commentator said that India could win the match.  

  (D) The commentator said that India might win the match. 

 15. Find out the type of the clause in bold.  

  The report that he had died is untrue.  

  (A) Noun Clause  (B) Adjective Clause  



  (C) Adverb Clause  (D) None of the above 

 16. Choose the correct passive form. 

  Maahi drinks two jugs of water daily.  

  (A) Two jugs of water drink Maahi daily.  

  (B) Two jugs of water are drank by Maahi daily.  

  (C) Two jugs of water are drunk by Maahi daily.  

  (D) Two jugs of water drunk Maahi daily. 

 17. I am quite tall, ___________ I?  

  (A) aren’t  (B) am not  

  (C) isn’t (D) hasn’t 

 18. Find out the correct direct version of the indirect speech. 

  They asked him if he would go to their house. 

  (A) They asked him, ‘’Would you go to our house?” 

  (B) They asked him, “Would you come to our house?” 

  (C) They ask him, “Will you go to our house?” 

  (D) They asked him, “Will you come to our house?” 

 19. Choose the correct option which can replace the words in bold. 

  The Taj Mahal has been considering one of the seven wonders of the world. 

  (A) has been consider  (B) has considered  

  (C) has considers  (D) has been considered 

 20. Find the option which has the closest meaning to the words in bold. 

  There is no point mulling over the decision that the company has already taken.  

  (A) Considering  (B) Getting us to 

  (C) Thinking deeply  (D) Asking for  

 21. Select the sentence with subordinate conjunction.  

  (A) Tell him that I will go.  

  (B) Make it or break it. 

  (C) Neha wrote down their phone number, but she lost it.  

  (D) Kiana ordered a french fries and ice cream.  

 22. Find out the active form of the passive voice. 

  The novel will have been completed by then. 



  (A) The novel will be completed by then. 

  (B) The author will complete the novel by then. 

  (C) The author will have completed the novel by then. 

  (D) The novel will complete by then. 

 23. Find out the sentence that has no error. 

  (A) The girls school is near the post office in Kolkata. 

  (B) Who’s is responsible for this accident?  

  (C) The girls’ school is near the post office in Kolkata.  

  (D) Whose is responsible for this accident? 

 24. A horse neighs and an owl ___________. 

  (A) chirps  (B) tweets 

  (C) caws  (D) hoots 

 25. Which of the following is a coordinating conjunction?  

  (A) Before  (B) That  

  (C) Although  (D) Or 

 26. Find out the correct superlative degree of the given words. 

  (A)  

  (B)  

  (C)  

  (D)  

 27. Find the closest meaning of the given word. 

  Malevolent 

  (A) Benevolence  (B) Helpful 



  (C) Spiteful (D) Altruist 

Read the passage and answer the questions 28 to 30.  

Scientists have spotted strange changes in light, deep in space, which claim to be a 
huge alien power station.  

The huge cluster of objects seen is said to be so strange that the scientists have very 
little idea what it is. Some have speculated that it could be a swarm of megastructures 
built by the aliens, while others say it might be one of the biggest clouds of space dust 
ever seen. 

The reports originate from findings about a star named KIC 8462852, which has been 
watched by the Kepler Space Telescope, which looks for the planets like ours. 

It sees planets by watching for variations in light that would be seen as they cross their 
star but when it spotted the light from the newly-famous star, the data didn’t seem to 
indicate something planet shaped. If it is an alien megastructure, then most likely 
reason for building it would be to construct a Dyson sphere- a huge shell structure that 
would sit entirely around a star, collecting all of the energy that comes out of it.  

 28. Changes in light has been observed by scientists around- 

  (A) a star  (B) a planet 

  (C) a galaxy  (D) the sun 

 29. Kepler Space Telescope looks for the- 

  (A) stars  (B) the earth 

  (C) planets like earth  (D) Dyson Sphere 

 30. The name of the ‘newly famous star’ is- 

  (A) Kepler  (B) Dyson 

  (C) Megastructure  (D) KIC 8462852 

Section - B 

(This section contains 10 multiple choice questions. Each question has four 
choices (A), (B), (C) and (D), out of which TWO are correct.) 

 31. Pick out the correct pairs. 

  (A) Sheep-Lamb  (B) Pig-Pig hen 

  (C) Deer-Fawn  (D) Swan-Gander 

 32. If you have to show direction, which prepositions will you use?  

  (A) Of (B) Till 



  (C) Towards (D) Above 

 33. Find out the sentences which are in future perfect tense. 

  (A) He will have known the incident by this time. 

  (B) He had done the sums before he wrote the essay. 

  (C) Possibly their journey will have been completed by then.  

  (D) The house has been sold by the man. 

 34. Choose the sentences in which relative pronoun ‘whom’ is used incorrectly. 

  (A) The man whom they chose as the agent was from Bulgaria. 

  (B) The dancer whom you abhor is applauded by many.  

  (C) The lady whom came to visit the town is an MP. 

  (D) Her friend, whom she trusted, betrayed her.  

 35. Pick out the modal auxiliaries.  

  (A) May (B) Few 

  (C) Just  (D) Could 

 36. Find the sentences that have NO errors. 

  (A) Only the brave deserves the fair. 

  (B) It is you who have done it. 

  (C) The number of boys arrested was quite large.  

  (D) There is one boy and one girl present. 

 37. Pick out the positive adjectives.  

  (A) Furthest (B) Certain 

  (C) Calm (D) Utmost 

 38. Which of these are NOT birds?  

  (A) Moose (B) Falcon 

  (C) Otter (D) Robin 

 39. Find the sentences with NO errors. 

  (A) High and low, rich, and poor, mad and sane, handsome and ugly, must 
grow old. 

  (B) When I reached home, I was tired. 

  (C) We heard his statement; we became sad. 

  (D) Waste not, want not. 



 40. Find out the sentences with subordinate clauses. 

  (A) What he says bears no doubt. 

  (B) Obey my order or get out from here. 

  (C) This boy whom you know is my friend. 

  (D) I am very sorry to find out my mistake. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


